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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the degenerate elliptic equation 
(l-./.,7’) (1 -.r:7’) ,;, S+Z(n-2) i $]=o 
i 
n &p 
in D, (1.1) 
I ,=I 
where n # 1 is any positive integer, ;T = (:z, ,..., :z,,), .z’ is transpose of Z. The 
degenerate surface of ( 1.1) is the unit sphere. Then Eq. (1.1) is elliptic 
inside and outside the unit sphere. This equation has been studied in [ 1 ] 
and [5]. In [S] we considered the Dirichlet problems of (1.1). For several 
Dirichlet problems of (1.1) we have proved existence and uniqueness, and 
we gave the solutions to these Dirichlet problems. Using the above results 
in this paper, we consider several problems related to the Neumann con- 
ditions and study existence and uniqueness of solutions. These solutions of 
( 1.1) are called harmonic functions. 
We discuss six cases: 
(1) The domain D is simply connected and its boundary is the 
degenerate surface. 
(2) Harmonic functions on whole space including infinity (from [ 11 
we know that extended space is homeomorphic to the Riemann sphere, so 
the point at infinity corresponds to the polar point). 
(3) D is an annular domain bounded by two concentric spheres i?D, 
and C; C is the degenerate surface. 
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The Dirichlet and Neumann data are alternatively prescribed on ao, and 
C, and the Neumann problem is prescribed on both Jo, and C. 
(4) The domain D is a simply connected region whose interior 
includes the degenerate surface. 
The Neumann condition is given on i?D and the Dirichlet and Neumann 
conditions are alternatively investigated on C. (We note that in these cases, 
C is in the interior of the domain D.) 
(5) The domain D is bounded by two concentric spheres aD, and 
aD, and D contains in its interior the degenerate surface C. The Neumann 
and Dirichlet data are separately prescribed on varying combinations of 
aD,, dDz, and C. 
(6) On the domain defined in (5) Neumann conditions are given on 
C’D, and on dD,. We study both Neumann and Dirichlet conditions on i?D 
when certain contiguity conditions are satisfied on C. 
We will consider the existence and uniqueness questions for each of the 
above problems. Because of the degenerate surface there are four ways in 
which these problems differ from the usual elliptic boundary value 
problems: 
(a) Exist here. Nonconstant harmonic functions on the whole space 
including infinity. 
(b) In the case where C is contained in the interior of D, additional 
conditions must be given on C otherwise there is no uniqueness. 
(c) When the Neumann condition is given on the degenerate surface 
it differs from the usual Neumann condition. 
(d) In the case where C is contained in the interior of D in addition 
to the usual boundary condition, certain contiguity conditions must be 
given on C. 
2. THE NEUMANN PROBLEMS IN A DOMAIN D 
BOUNDED BY A DEGENERATE SURFACE 
Let .X = pu and UU’ = 1, then 
.T= (.c,, c*‘* )...) .‘n- ,, z,,) 
= p(cos 0,) sin 8, cos e2 ,..., sin 0, . . . sin f3,_. 2 cos en _, , 
sin8, sin0,~..sin8,P,). 
From [S] we know that Eq. (1.1) in the spherical coordinates becomes 
(1 -p*)” ~2 a p”-’ 
P 
II ~ 3 ap ( (l-p*)” 
d”l/ +a;e=o, 
* dp ! 
(2.1) 
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where 
n-1 
a:= c 
1 a2 
k=, sin28,..~sin20,_, @ 
n-2 
+ C (n- ’ -‘) sin2 e 
k=l I 
And we know that the series solution of Eq. (2.1) is 
‘&(p, u) = & ,!. “;r; 2 A,(P) i.,,=, en’*‘- ” .fi(UF 
1 z 2I+n-2 
+- 
0 1 
coo)+ c 
n-1 /= I 
n-2 B,(P) 
X 
s 
kPpI'","- "(UU') g,(u)ti 
i 
) (2.2) 
t I' = I 
where the spherical continuous functions ,fi and g, satisfy the condition -L 
c N M’I JaP(W’2I I /= I r,.’ = , “(uu’).fl(u)ti + c,.,,=, Ppl’n!2’-“(Uu’) ,,(u)ti;), co; I I 
(2.3) 
this is the condition for the convergence of the series (2.2), and o,- r is the 
area of the unit sphere of n - 1 dimension, CO is a constant, M constant 
(1 <M<x)), t?=sin”P28, sinn~ 302...sin8,,+2 &,...&I,~ , is the 
spherical element, 
c//*1 
qw2)-‘)(UV’)= 1 (-‘)k 
k=O 
is the Legendre polynomial 
(usually Pjx)( 5) are called Gegenbauer polynomials), F(cc, /?, 7, z) is the 
hypergeometric function and 
A,(P) = t,(p) = 
f(n/2)T(l+n-1) 
f(n- 1) f(/+n/2) 
p’F l-~,rJ+q;,* 
( > 
for p<l, 
=s,(p ‘)3 for p> 1, 
B,(p)=p2- ‘-n (l-p2)“P’ F 1-I,i,n,l-p’ , 
> 
(2.4) 
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(1/2)(n-3) 
0) = 1 ((n-:)/2) g [(WY+‘-I] for n odd, 
/=O 
n-2 
= 1 (-1)’ .;2 ~~~~~+(-1)(~~2)/2((nn~2~,2) logp 
/=O ( > 
If (n - 2)/Z 
for n even. 
For the remainder of this paper, we will always suppose that n > 3. 
DEFINITION. The Neumann condition on the degenerate surface is 
lim 
1 as2 
- - = cp(U)l 
p-1 l-p 8p 
z&4’= 1, where 
i “L., = , 4(u)fi = 03 
@(l, u,)=a (u. is a fixed point on the unit sphere and a is constant). 
(2.5) 
Remark 1. The condition (2.5) means that the second normal 
derivative B*@,ldp’ is given as a boundary condition on the degenerate sur- 
face. 
Remark 2. In this paper, boundary values for the Neumann and 
Dirichlet problems are denoted by d(v), It/(u), i(v). It is assumed that all 
such functions are spherical continuous functions. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let D be the unit ball and Eq. (2.1) be given on D. Then 
the Neumann problem (2.5) has a unique solution in D given by 
qp, u) = a0 + & ,z, “;“,’ zdP) jr,,,=, ~‘I’“‘“~“(~u’)f;(u)Ij, (2.6) 
where 
(2.7) 
ProoJ: (Existence). Suppose that the functions f, satisfy the con- 
vergence condition (2.3). Then from [S] it is clear that (2.6) satisfies 
Eq. (2.1). In addition it is obvious that (2.6) satisfies the boundary con- 
ditions of (2.5). Then existence follows. 
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(Uniqueness) Consider the homogeneous Neumann problem 
(2.1) in the unit ball, 
1 a@ 
lim - - 0, p-1 l-p&- P-8) 
%(l, u,)=O (uO is a fixed point on the unit sphere). 
For uniqueness we want to show that %(p, u) satisfying (2.8) is identically 
zero in the unit ball. 
Due to [I] and [S] the existence and uniqueness of the Dirichlet 
problem to Eq. (2.1) has been proved in the unit ball. So we only have to 
prove 
At first, we prove that 
B(1, U)Ek, a constant function. (2.9) 
In fact. from the condition 
lim 
1 au --=Gt) 
,,*I l-p &J 
in (2.8), we obtain 
(2.10) 
And due to (2.1) in spherical coordinates, 
p* $+pl(H-2)(i +p2)+(1 -p2)] ~+Lify=o, 
using (2.10) and (2.1 I ), we get 
lim ap=O. 
,' + I 
Since we know that (see [ I] ) the eigenvalues of the equation 
(2.12) 
are 
A= -l(l+n-2) (I=O, 1, 2 )... ), 
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and the associated eigenfunction to the eigenvalue A = 0 is 
gip:m 1 yuu’) = 1 independent of p, 
it shows that the solution of Eq. (2.12), which is Eq. (2.1) on the unit 
sphere p = 1, is identically a constant function, i.e., (2.9) is true. On the 
other hand we have 
%(l, u,)=O. 
Therefore 
q(1, u)=O (uu’ = 1). 
The proof of the theorem is finished. 
Remark. We can rewrite the solution (2.6) as 
1 
@(p, u) = a” + - 
I NP, 4 0) q(u)6 0 n-l {.I>’ = , 
where 
Oc’ 2/+n-2 
WPY u, U)’ c 
/= I 
n-2 
+I/(/ [(1+ 2)- @-;f:+ 1']))Pi'"2)-1'(ua.) (2.14) 
and 
Here an arbitrary constant (I~ has to be determined. Knowing N(p, U, u) we 
have the solution of Neumann problem in the unit ball. Clearly N(p, U, v) is 
analogous to the Poisson kernel in Dirichlet problem. So we call N(p, U, u) 
the Neumann kernel. 
THEOREM 2.2 (Inversion theorem). The solutions of Eq. (2.1) in the 
exterior of the unit hall are derivable from the solutions in the interior of the 
unit ball by inverting the radial coordinate, i.e., by replacing p by l/p. 
Proof: This follows from the invariance of Eq. (2.1) under the inversion 
transformation. That is, if we substitute 
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into Eq. (2.1) 
1 -p2= 
l-t2 dt 1 
-7, 4 p2 
--t2 7 
=tn-3(-l)-2 “,f);;2 
f2(n - 2) 
f-l(-,y(~-~y-2 (42) g) (-t2) 
which gives the inversion theorem. 
From the above theorem, we easily obtain the following. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let the domain D be the exterior of the unit hall 
including irzfinity. Then the Neumann problem (2.5) has a unique solution in 
D given hi 
(2. 15) 
as where l~(, is the same as in theorem 2.1 and N(p ‘, u, II) is the same 
N(p, u, V) except ,for the substitution of p ‘,for p. 
From the above we have seen that when the boundary is a degenerate 
surface the Neumann problem is not the same as the usual Neumann 
problem. 
3. HARMONIC FUNCTIONS ON 
THE WHOLE SPACE INCLUDING INFINITY 
In all sections which follow we always suppose that the functions f, and 
g, satisfy the convergence condition (2.3). 
From Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1 we deduce 
T~IEOREM 3.1. Let D he the whole extended space and Eq. (2.1) he given 
on D with the Neumann condition (2.5). Then this problem has a unique 
solution 
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which is twice continuously differentiable funcrion in the whole space 
including infinity, where 
JJ(P, 4 u) = Np, K u) for P<I, 
= N(p - 1, u, u) for P> 1, 
(3.2) 
i.e., 
M 21-l-n-2 
RP, 4 0) = c 
I= 1 n-2 
Proof By use of inversion, uniqueness is obvious. To prove existence 
we only have to prove that on the unit sphere @(p, U) is twice continuously 
differentiable, i.e., 
lim a2@(PY u) = lim d2WP -‘, u) 
/1-1-o ap* JJ-l+o a$ 
From the properties of hypergeometric functions we have 
F(h B, y, 1) = 
r(Y)r(Y---b8) 
u;, - 2) uy -PI 
for Re(y - CI - fi) > 0, 
Using these relations we get 
(3.3) 
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+(/(2-HI/(/+;)) F(1+1,2-;,/+;+I, 1) 
=l{f(l+;)f(n-l):(T($-(l+n-1,) 
-(n-2) f I+“+ 1 f(n-2) ( 2 ) /((1+;) .(;).v.._,,)} 
= 0. 
Similarly 
= 0. 
Using these results with (2.4) we get 
and 
d%!(p ~ ‘, u) a8 =2p-3 aaqp, 4 [ 1 ap p’p-l +p- 
and letting p + 1, we have the theorem. 
In Theorem 3.1 the Neumann condition is given on the degenerate sur- 
face p = 1. In Theorem 3.2 the Neumann condition is given on a non- 
degenerate closed surface. 
THEOREM 3.2. 
4!/(p,zf)=(Io+ & ,c, $$-$ {L,L,,=, v@-‘vw cp(u)C (3.4) 
is txlice continuously dlfferentiahle on the whole space including infinity and 
is the unique solution of the problem 
(2.1) on whole space, 
a%? 
dp ,I=,‘, = q(u) 
(p,<l) With l L.L., =, cb(uF = 0, (3.5) 
#([I,, UC,) = N (u, is a point on the sphere p = p,, n is a cons.), 
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where A;(p) in (3.4) is the first derivative of A,(p), and 
Proof: Existence is obvious. We only have to prove uniqueness. We 
must prove that the harmonic function satisfying the homogeneous 
Neumann problem 
(2.1) on whole space including infinity, 
8% 
ap p=p, 
= 0, (P,<l) (3.7) 
@(Pl? %J=o (ZQ, is a fixed point on the sphere p = p ,) 
vanishes identically on the whole space. 
Since g(p,, uO) = 0, we only have to prove that %(p, U) = const. At first, 
we consider a domain D, , where DI is the ball p < p, , clearly D, c D (the 
whole space). In the case, Eq. (1.1 ), 
is uniformly elliptic in domain D, . From the maximum principle (see [3, 
pp. 3255326), we know that if @(p, U) is nonconstant in D,, the maximum 
of %(p, U) is attained at point P on aD,( = ((p, u)/p =p,, UU’= 1 }) and 
On the other hand from (3.7) for any point P E aD, we always have 
de - =o. 
ap p 
Therefore, for p < p1 Q(p, U) = 0. And from Theorem 6 in [S] we 
immediately get that %(p, U) vanishes identically on the whole space 
including infinity. 
Remark 1. By the inversion theorem we know that Theorem 3.2 is also 
valid for p, > 1. 
Remark 2. The reason why A;(p,) in the denominators of Eq. (3.6) are 
not zero is to be found in the auxiliary theorem in [4]. This also holds for 
similar denominators that appear below. 
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In this section we have shown that for our degenerate elliptic equation 
there exist nonconstant harmonic functions on the whole space. This is 
clearly different from the usual elliptic equations. 
We have also show that in our degenerate elliptic equation the Neumann 
condition (2.5) is different from the usual elliptic equation. On the other 
hand the Neumann condition given on a nondegenerate closed surface is 
the same as for ,the usual elliptic equation. 
4. AN ANNULAR DOMAIN D BOUNDED BY 
Two CLOSED SURFACES, ONE OF WHICH Is DEGENERATE 
From [S] we know that the domain of existence of the power series 
solution (2.2) is 
D,= .x=p+p<M, WA’= 1, M> 1 
i 
. 
,M 
(4.1) 
In this section, we consider function %!(p, U) in the annular domain D 
.r=pu/l<p<p,<M orA<y,<p<l (4.2) 
THEOREM 4.1. The nondegenerate Neumann problem 
(2.1) in D, 
(4.3) 
has a unique solution given by 
wp, u) = L lfI 21;“T2 A,(p) j+,=, P;pj’n’*) ‘(uu’) $(u)ti on-1 ,=(I 
1 
f- 
on I {J 11.‘= I
(d-$)G -$$ 
+c ’ “;,,’ B,(P)~ yp,2).- yuu!) v(u)-AXP,) $(u) ti
/= 1 111 ’ = I 
Proqf: Substituting (4.4) into (4.3) we see that existence is obvious. We 
only have to prove uniqueness. In other words, we have to prove that for 
cp = I/I = 0 the only solution is the trivial solution. 
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Let us assume the contrary. Let 9%(P) ( =%(p, u)) be a nontrivial 
solution of the homogeneous problem, P any point in D. Since %( 1, U) = 0, 
e(P) is a nonconstant solution. Assume @(PO) has a nonzero maximum 
(or a nonzero minimum), then PO is on the sphere p = p, (see Fig. 1). (This 
is from maximum principle of the degenerate elliptic equation.) There exists 
a ball K, c D such that 8K, n aD = {PO>. So in K,, Eq. (2.1) is uniformly 
elliptic and for any point P E K, we have e(P) < @(PO). Therefore 
a@ >o dp P=Po . 
This contradicts q(u) = 0. So uniqueness follows. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let D he given by (4.2). Then Eq. (2.1) in D with the 
Neumann condition (2.5) and %(p,, u) = e(u) has a unique solution gioen by 
(2.2), where 
1 w,I s,,. = 1JJ”Jd = a - & ,!, 21n+:; 2 s 9yn’*)- ‘)(uo?l’) f,(u)ti, vu’ = 1 
c= J”Vb 1 $(~F - ao= J”“h l&m, 
4Pl) 
h(+mia)/(+1+2)-(n-;!~I)I) (Ial), (4.5) 
g,(o)=l/l(0)-A,(P,)f,(a) 
B,(P,) 
(12 1). \ 
Proof First we substitute (4.5) into (2.2) then (2.2) into the above 
problem, thus existence is true. We have only to prove uniqueness. We then 
have to prove that for q = $ = a = 0 the only solution is the trivial 
K1 P=P, 
0 D 0 p=1 
FIGURE 1 
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solution. Otherwise there exists a nonconstant solution satisfying q = $ = 
a = 0. Its nonzero maximum (or nonzero minimum) can only occur on the 
degenerate surface. Using the reasoning in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we 
know that a( 1, u) is constant and since LZ = 0, @( 1, u) = 0. Then using the 
maximum principle in [S] we see that only solution to cp = II/ = a = 0 is the 
trivial solution. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let D be given by (4.2). Then Eq. (2.1) in D with the 
Neumann condition (2.5) and aU/ap 1 p = p, = $(v) has a unique solution in D, 
given by (2.2), where 
C0=J c4vw’(Pl)~ (4.6) 1.1” = , 
g,(v) = (~(u)-A;(Pl).fl(v))l~;(Pl). 
Proof Existence is obvious. To prove uniqueness we again have to 
prove that for homogeneous boundary conditions only the trivial solution 
exists. In fact, from q(v) = LZ = 0 we obtain %(l, v) = 0. Then using the 
same method as in the uniqueness proof of Theorem 4.1, we obtain uni- 
queness. 
In this section the boundary value problems were such that: 
(i) The number of boundary conditions is same as in the usual non- 
degenerate case. 
(ii) When the Neumann condition is given on a nondegenerate 
boundary the boundary conditions are the same for the nondegenerate 
case. 
(iii) When the Neumann condition is given on the degenerate boun- 
dary it is the Neumann condition (2.5) but Dirichlet condition is same as 
usual. 
In this section the degenerate surface was part of the boundary of the 
multiply-connected region D. In the next section the degenerate surface will 
be in the interior D. In this section and below A;(p), B;(p), and a’(p) are 
the first derivatives of A,(p), B,(p), and o(p). 
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5. THE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS IN A SIMPLY-CONNECTED DOMAIN 
CONTAINING A DEGENERATE SURFACE 
In this section we consider the function %(p, u) in domain 
D= {z=pu/Odpdp,, 1 <pi <M, uu’= l} (5.1) 
whose interior contains the degenerate surface. 
Due to inversion theorem, the results of this section are all valid in the 
inverted domain 
1 
D,= ~=pu/p,<p<co,~<p~<l, uu’=l . 
Of special significance in this section is that for uniqueness in addition to 
the Neumann condition on the boundary we must give a condition on the 
interior degenerate surface. 
THEOREM 5.1. On the domain D given by (5.1) the Neumann problem 
(2.1) in D, 
a42 (5.2) 
aP P=P, 
= $(V)> 
with the additional condition a’( 1, v) = q(v), has the unique solution 
WP, u)= &f. 21-+y2 A,(P) j-=, ~vn'2)-1)(Uo d(vF 
+ 
ii Dt',=, +(v)2j f$f) 
+c = “;-+; 2 B,(p) I,“,_ 1 .Y,I(n’2) - “(UV’) 
I= I 
xwwA;(Pl) cp(u) 
B;(P,) 
for P> 1, 
1 -p2 
> 
n-1 
1 - 2puv’ + pz cp(v)C 
for p < 1. (5.3b) 
(5.3a) 
Proof: (Uniqueness). Using the same reasoning as in Theorem 4.2 and 
maximum principle of degenerate elliptic equation, we obtain uniqueness. 
(Existence). Substituting (5.3a) into (5.2) in the domain 1 < p < p,, we 
see that (5.3a) satisfies (5.2) in the domain 1 <p d pl. Substituting (5.3b) 
into (5.2) in the domain 0 <p < 1 we see that (5.3b) satisfies (5.2) in the 
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domain 0 < p < 1. So to prove existence, we have only to prove that the 
function %(p, U) has a second continuous derivative on the degenerate sur- 
face joining (53a) and (53b). Since, 
1 
-J ( 
l-p2 
> 
n-1 
on.1 va’=l 1 - 2puv’ + p* 
cp(u)fi 
=$-+ ,!. 21;:;2 A,(P) jG,-,_, ~‘1’“‘2’-1vwcp(~)~ 
and from [S] 
d*W d’B,(p 1 
dp2 
= 0, 
p=l 
=dp2 
p = 1 
we see that %(p, U) is twice continuously differentiable on the unit sphere. 
COROLLARY 5.1. The Neumann problem (5.2) with the additional 
Neumann condition 
jl, y--g)=“(“); %!(l,uo)=” 
(where cp(u), uo, LZ satisfy the same conditions as in (2.5)) on the degenerate 
surface, has a unique solution given by (4.6) in 1 < p d p, and (2.6) in 
Obp<l. 
Proof The proof follows from Theorem 5.1. 
The above results show that the solutions in an annular domain boun- 
ded by the degenerate surface and another closed surface as in Theorem 4.1 
and in Theorem 4.3 can be continued uniquely into the entire region of the 
unit ball. 
In Sections 14 the number of boundary conditions is the same as in the 
usual elliptic case. In this section the number of the boundary condition is 
greater than the usual elliptic case. In all cases the Neumann conditions dif- 
fer from the usual Neumann condition when given on the degenerate sur- 
face. 
6. AN ANNULAR DOMAIN D WHOSE 
INTERIOR CONTAINS A DEGENERATE SURFACE 
In this section we consider the domain 
D= -&+p<p&f. uu’=l, M>l (6.1) 
505,57:3-2 
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whose interior contains the degenerate surface p = 1. We will denote the 
inner boundary of D by c?D1 (p = pi < 1) the outer boundary by aD, 
(p = pz > p, ) and the degenerate surface p = 1 by C. 
We consider six boundary value problems related to the Neumann con- 
dition. For all of these six problems we must give additional condition on 
the degenerate surface for uniqueness of solution. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let D be given by (6.1) and Eq. (2.1) be given on D. Then 
the Neumann problem 
a% 
-G p=p, = *fv) 
on aD,, 
a92 
aP P'PZ 
= i(v) on aDz, 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
and (2.5) on C has a unique solution given by (2.2), where 
X 
s 
.!q(n'2)- lyu,v') fi(v)ti, (6.4) 
vu = 1 
f/(v)=cp(v) 
I( [ 
I (1+2)-(n-n4!:+1)]) (12 11, 
where for p < 1 
G=j Il/(vw'(P,)Y 
V”’ = 1 
g/= C~(v)-A;(P,)f,(v)llB;(P,), 
(6.5) 
andfor p > 1 
G=j Uvwf(Pz), 
vv’= 1 
(6.6) 
g/= Cl(v) - ~;h)fdv)llm4. 
Proof: Uniqueness follows from the proof of Theorem 4.3. To prove 
existence in the above problem, we have only to prove that the solution 
given by (2.2) (6.4) (6.5), (6.6) is a twice continuously differentiable 
function. 
In [ 51 Eq. (2.1) is solved by separation of variables. Setting %(p, u) = 
d(p) $(u), we obtain 
a;$tu)= -f(l+n-2)$(u) 
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and 
For I= 0 with #( 1) = 0, 4(p) = a(p), and (*) gives the equation for a(p), 
Then 
and 
Then 
also 
n- I 
Wp) 
(1 Yp2)“-* dp=c C a const. 
ddp) = c 
(1 -p2)+2 
4 P 
n-l 
lim C(P) p-, (1-p2)“~1=COnst~ 
lim B,(P) 
,,+I (1 -p2)+l= l. 
(6.7a) 
(6.7b) 
Since (6.7a) and (6.7b) we easily obtain the twice continuous differen- 
tiability of the solution, and the proof of the theorem is finished. 
COROLLARY 6.1. Let D be given by (6.1) and Eq. (2.1) be given on D. 
The mixed Neumann Dirichlet problem with (6.2) on 8D,, (2.5) on D, and 
WP2, u) = i(u) on aD, (6.8) 
has a unique solution given by (2.2) where 
1 
-1 fo( v)ti = a - 0,-l uu’=l & [!, 21;:;2 
X 
i 
9yn’*)- l)(uou’) f,(u)ti, 
“I>’ = I 
f/(u)=cp(v) 
:‘( [ 
I (1+2)Jn-,4)(:f”]) (f> 1) 
320 
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andfor p > 1 
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ccl =j cl/(~)W(PlL 
vu'= 1 
g,(u)= CV8u)-~~(P1)f(W~;(P,) 
g,(o) = CC(u) - AI f/(U)IIBI(Pd. 
Proof: Taking note of (6.7), the existence of the solution is obvious. 
From the uniqueness proof in Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 we immediately obtain 
the uniqueness to this problem. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Let D be given by (6.1) and Eq. (2.1) be given on D. 
The mixed Neumann-Dirichlet problem with 
(6.2) on aD,, 
(6.3) on aD,, 
QL(l,u)=cp(o) on C, 
has a unique solution given by 
WP, u)= y-& ,g '",'", 2 A/(P) j"";=, ~Yn/2' 
(6.9) 
‘)(uu’) cp(u)ti 
B,(P) 
for p<l, 
1 c-r s ic 0,-l uv’= I -$$+:l 21n+-;2 B,(P) 
X 
s 
for p > 1. 
0”’ = 1 
(6.10) 
Proof Taking note of (6.7), the existence of the solution is obvious. 
Uniqueness follows from the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let D be given by (6.1) and Eq. (2.1) be given on D. 
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The mixed Neumann-Dirichlet problem with (6.2) on aD,, (6.8) on aD,, and 
(6.9) on C has a unique solution given by 
WP, u) = & ,!o “,‘r, 2 Al(P) I”“,= I w@- ‘VW 4(vF II ,,\ 
\O.ll) 
1 -D 1 *ti - 4P) :+ 7. O” 21+n:2 B,(p) 
w n-l vu’= 1 O’(P,l rE-1 n-2 _.’ 
+ x i 
9~(n’2)-1)(~v’) ’ Lf:jpi)’ i.] for p < 1, 
““’ = 1 I 1 
1 1-L on-1 I vu’= 1 (i-cp)fi -$+ f “;“;’ B,(P) I=1 
X 
s 
for p> 1. 
vt”= I 
Proof Substituting (6.11) into this problem and noting (6.7) existence 
is obvious. Due to uniqueness proof of Theorem 4.1 (in this paper) and 
Theorem 4 in paper [5], we immediately obtain uniqueness. 
The Neumann and Dirichlet conditions are of the same types in Sections 
2-5 and Theorem 6.1 and its corollaries. Below a new condition which we 
call the contiguous condition is used. The continguity condition is related 
to the Poisson kernel and is given only on the degenerate surface. 
DEFINITION. The condition 
lim 
1 
@i(P, u) - - w,~l [““=, ~(PU,V)WLV)~ u-P*)“-’ 
p-l-0 
(6.12) 
= lim 1 .LF(p-‘24, v)%(l, v)ti (1 -p2)“-’ p-1+0 ““’ = 1 )I 
on C is called the continuity condition, where 
( l-p2 > 
n-l 
epu, VI = 1 - 2puv + p* 
(uu’= 1, vv’= 1, p < 1) 
is the Poisson kernel. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let D be given by (6.1) and (2.1) be given on D. Then the 
Neumann problem (6.2) on aD,, (6.3) on aD,, and (6.12) on C with 
“u( 1, uo) = a and fUtis= 1 $(v)ti/a’(p,) = jOUP= 1[(v)ti/a’(p2) has a unique 
solution given by 
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X s giy2)- ‘quoo’) 4vu) wh) - i(u) WJ,) ml = 1 AXPI) W2)-‘4XPJ BXP,) d 
+ 
I 
gq(nl2)- l’(uo’) ti(u) wb) - i(u) WP,) . X 
UV’ = 1 A;(p,)B;(pz)-A;(p*)B;(p,) u 
1 
+- 
0*-l 
X 
1 
04w ~ 1) (UU’) i(u) AxPI)- Icl(u) AXP2) . 
AXPI) m2)-A;(P*) ml) u . 
(6.13) 
uu’ = I 
Proof: Substituting (6.13) into the above Neumann problem existence 
is obvious. To prove uniqueness we only have to prove that @(p, U) satisfy- 
ing the homogeneous problem is identically zero in D. In fact, substituting 
$ = 0 and [ = 0 into (6.10) and computing with condition (6.12), we obtain 
that also cp = 0. Then the mixed Neumann-Dirichlet problem in Corollary 
6.2 only has a trivial solution and we immediately obtain uniqueness. 
COROLLARY 6.4. Let D be given by (6.1) and (2.1) be given on D. Then 
the Neumann-Dirichlet problem (6.2) on aD,, (6.8) on aD2, and (6.12) on C 
with %( 1, uO) = a and 
s uu, = ,au)++(Pl) = jI>,, = 1 r(~)w(P,) 
has a unique solution given by 
@!(P, 4=-& n 1 IJ ( uu’= I i(u) - ti(u) +J fi 
+c = 21;J; 2 A,(p) i.,,= 1 9y’2)-- “(uu’) I= 1 
Nu) B,(P2) - i(u) &(P,) . 
x A;(P,) BI(P2) - AI(P*) wh) u 
+ .r,,, = , 
~(~)W(Pl) 
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+c m 2z;-;2 B,(p) j”,& I .q(“‘- “(UO’) I= I
5(o) AXPI) - Ii/(u) a4 . 
x 4(P,) B,(P,)- Ah) mP1) u I (6.14) 
Proof. Substituting (6.14) into above problem, we get that existence is 
obvious. To prove uniqueness we have only to prove that @(p, U) satisfying 
the homogeneous problem is identically zero in D. In fact, substituting 
$ = 0 and [ = 0 into (6.11) and computing with condition (6.12), we get 
that cp = 0 also. Then the Neumann-Dirichlet problem in Corollary 6.3 
only has trivial solution. We immediately obtain uniqueness. 
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